12 January 2012

ISO 4217 AMENDMENT NUMBER 153

The following minor changes are made to “Table A.1 – Currency and funds code list”:

According to the Central Bank of Viet Nam, the minor unit for the Dong has been changed from 2 to 0 on 1 January 2004 under Viet Nam’s accounting laws in 2003. This change has already been amended in Table A.1 but never been published in an Amendment newsletter.

Please also note the change of name for LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA (advised by the ISO 3166 Maintenance Agency) to: LIBYA.

Minor correction for following entity names to align with ISO 3166 (country codes):

- BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA amended to: BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
- CURACAO amended to: CURAÇAO (entity name with a “ç”)
- SAINT MARTIN amended to: SAINT MARTIN (FRENCH PART)
- SAINT-BARTHÉLEMY amended to: SAINT BARTHÉLEMY (entity name without a “-“)
- SÃO TOME AND PRINCIPE amended to: SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE (entity name without a “~“)

Minor currency name corrections for GHANA, MOZAMBIQUE, ROMANIA and TURKMENISTAN to align with the appropriated amendments:

- Cedi amended to: Ghana Cedi (Amendment 139)
- Metical amended to: Mozambique Metical (Amendment 130)
- Leu amended to: new Romanian Leu (Amendment 126)
- New Manat amended to: Turkmenistan New Manat (Amendment 142)

Kind regards,

SIX Interbank Clearing Ltd
ISO 4217 Maintenance Agency